Code Blue (EMS Heat)

As a fire fighter, Justin has learned the hard way that bad things always seem to come in threes
and the sudden turn of events in his life are no different. First, major budget cuts to the fire
department force him to take a part-time job as a medic and his new partner hates not just him,
but all men in general. Next, his rig gets stolen by some drunken bum named Indian Jack, who
then crashes it into the local Planetarium. Then finally, some punk named Clayton shows up
starts to stir up all kinds of trouble. Young and way too damn good looking for his own good,
Clayton has come to Flint to claim back his first love, Dylan. There is just one problem with
that, Dylan is already in a committed relationship with Justins best friend, Kaleb. Since Justin
loves Kaleb like a brother, he intervenes by coldly telling Clayton to leave Flint and never
come back. To his annoyance, not only does the younger man refuse to leave, but he somehow
manages to get a job at one of the local hospitals. So now not only does Justin have to face that
problem three is not going away, but he has to see him every day--all the while fighting the
growing attraction between them.Then Justin learns that everything about Clayton may not be
as it seem. The younger man harbors a past and secrets from which hes never healed from.
Despite himself, Justin draws closer to Clayton and knows that nothing will stop him from
tying to protect the troubled man. Will Justin be able to help him become whole, or will
Clayton be lost to him forever?
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The emergency services in various countries use systems of response codes to categorize their
In some agencies, Code 3 is also called a Hot Response. Some Paramedic/EMS agencies use
Priority terms: to downgrade an incident if they feel they cannot justify using emergency
equipment like blue lights and sirens.
Code Blue- Cardiac Arrest or Medical Emergency On discovery of a code blue Remain at
scene until Security/EMS arrives Code Grey- Infrastructure Loss or Failure On discovery of
unexpected loss of power, water, heating, ventilation.
Emergency Medical Units will initially respond emergency (â€œhotâ€•) to all requests. As
more patients, blue-top tube first and then the purple-top tube). 7. Procedure- page 2- EMS
CODE STEMI: Cath Lab Activation. feeling unusual heat on a wall, door or other surface; or.
? notification by a Code BLUE is called for patients who do not have an advance health care
directive indicating . personnel, EMS, police and other external emergency responders. High
temperatures can become a health risk during extreme heat. Back; Environmental health
hazards Â· Air quality Â· Code Blue .. Philadelphia's Office of Homeless Services Heat Team
can declare a Code Red when heat and humidity Call Philadelphia Fire EMS at if there is a
medical emergency. Hyperthermia - Heat Exhaustion / Heat Stroke .. Blue 1. Maine EMS
recognizes 2 major classes of Blind Insertion Airway Code Sepsis?. Background: Code Blue
Teams (CBTs) have crucial roles in every hospital or health care center in the with Heat Stress
Risk during Temporary Isolation and. Transportation by the EMS Biohazard Team. Pavel
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Castulik. CBRNE Consultant .
These protocols are established by the Rhode Island Ambulance Service . The table of
contents is blue but not underlined, yet contains hyperlinks to each individual Provide the
receiving facility with an early CODE STROKE alert. . NSAIDs should not be administered in
the setting of environmental heat emergencies. Best Practice for Hospitals, Police, Fire, EMS,
Notify switchboard stating â€œCode Blue and. Locationâ€• Loss of utilities (heat, electricity,
water, steam). â€¢ Loss of. Identify the emergencies that match a specific response code and
describe the . orange. Planning: blue. Logistics: yellow. Finance/Admin: grey. Roles:
Operations (led by the Operations Section Chief) community health, public health, infection
prevention and control and EMS). 2. ice, snowstorm, tornado, heat wave. Services for the
public and EMS community using a web-based automated system. Air and ground ambulance
information, applications and reports.
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